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We use our own high-end aftermarket components on all our bikes. Unlike many brands that 
take a frame and stick third party components on it, an NS complete bike is actually built 
from the ground up using mostly our own parts (except drivetrains, suspension and brakes). 
This is true even for our entry-level bikes. You will find our aftermarket bars, stems and pedals  
on bikes in price ranges where you would normally see cheap OEM no-name components, 
stems, hubs and pedals.

We focus on making parts that work in the real world, not just in a lab. This may sound like  
a cliche but actually it’s a really important part of our philosophy. On many occasions we 
were tempted to make something more complex or lighter because stuff like this is easier 
to market, easier to sell. But our product development guys don’t dig this kind of crap and 
always stay true to their hardcore bmx roots. A product must work, must be easy to service  
and in the worst case, easy to fix. 

Rider owned? You bet! We never customer’s made a big deal about this because we always  
thought that it’s more important to focus our customers attention on the products than brag 
about what we do after hours, but for the record… we ARE rider owned. And every single per-
son in our company rides,  and knows exactly what they are talking about.

The founder and Managing Director of NS Bikes, Szymon, is an ex downhill racer who  
rides trails on his Snabb, trains on his road bike, races XC, and has a sweet pumptrack  
in his backyard. Off course he rides to the office every single day on his Creme city bike - even  
in the snow and in sub zero temperatures.

WHY NSBIKES?

!STAY TRUE!
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UNITED WE STAND.

DIVIDED WE FALL.

Sam Pilgrim
Max Fredriksson 
Slawek Lukasik 

Lutz Weber
Noel Niederberger

Moritz Ribarich 
Pascal Tinner 

Dominic Tinner 
Will Weston 
Sean Davies 

Michal Kollbek 
Pawel Stachak 
Jakub Adamski 
Marcel Haczek 
Ben Desjardins 

Stephane Belanger 
Alexandre Paradis 

Kent Woods 
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The Snabb is the dream bike that we always  
wanted to have - a machine on which you can keep  
up with the guys on DH rigs in a bike park on one 
day, and do an epic ride with your mates on XC rigs 
on the next. Praised for performance and reliability, 
great geometry and fine handling, we treat the Snabb  
as mission accomplished. Wanna hear some tech 
talk...? Ok... there is a fair amount of anti-squat built 
into the horst-link design - this is especially impor-
tant for use with 1X drivetrains. The 2017 Snabbs now 
feature one piece rocker arm keeps the already very 
rigid rear triangle even stiffer. It drives the new gene-
ration of shocks from Sram with a trunion mount - lon-
ger, bigger, better. The combination of the new shocks 
and rocker arms result in a more linear suspension  
curve and overall smoother functioning of the system.  
The geometry is modern, low, long and slack. We know 
that NS Bikes customers are usually tough, aggressi-
ve riders and expect our products to hold up to se-
asons of abuse. That is why the frames are built to DH  
racing standards in both alloy and carbon versions and 
run on high-end MAX bearings for prolonged periods  
of smooth, service free use.
#snabbmeansfast

SNABB
enduro / trail

SNABB SN
A

BB SNABB SN
A

B
B

 S
NABB 
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Sam Pilgrim, Whistler
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- Carbon Fibre frame with 160mm (6.3”) rear wheel travel
- 1x12 SRAM Eagle drivetrain

- Rock Shox Pike RCT3 fork, 160mm travel 
- Rock Shox Metric Deluxe Debonair RT3 with lockout

- all pivot points have durable MAX type bearings
- NS Bikes cockpit including: NS Quantum Lite stem,  

NS Monogram Plus carbon handlebar
- SRAM Guide RS hydraulic brakes
- NS Bikes sealed front & rear hubs

- Rock Shox Reverb Stealth dropper-post
- SDG Circuit MTN saddle with Ti-alloy rails

- SDG ODI grips
- weight: ~12.5 kg (w/o pedals)

SNABB E1 C

17.0” 19.0”

enduro pro
The ultimate mountain bike. Although these frames 
are built according to DH fatigue and impact stan-
dards, the use of the highest grades of carbon fibre 
results in over 600g weight savings over the alloy 
versions. The main purpose of the bike is to excel  
at Enduro races, but even if you don’t race, this  
is probably the most versatile mountain bike  
of them all.

- SNABB E CARBON -

SNABB E2 C

- Carbon Fibre frame with 160mm (6.3”) rear wheel travel
- Rock Shox Pike RC fork, 160mm travel
- Rock Shox Metric Deluxe Debonair RT3 with lockout
- all pivot points have durable MAX type bearings
- NS Bikes cockpit including: NS Quantum Lite stem, NS   Evidence Plus handlebar & Octane One bolt-on grips
- 1x11 SRAM GX drivetrain
- SRAM Guide R hydraulic brakes
- NS Bikes sealed front & rear hubs
- Rock Shox Reverb Stealth dropper-post
- SDG Circuit MTN saddle w/Ti-Alloy rails
- weight: ~12.7 kg (w/o pedals)

17.0” 19.0”

enduro expert

27.5” 27.5”
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SNABB E1

- frame with 160mm (6.3”) rear wheel travel
- Rock Shock Lyrik, 170mm travel 
- Rock Shox Metric Deluxe Debonair RT3 with lockout
- all pivot points have durable MAX type bearings
- NS Bikes cockpit including: NS Quantum Lite stem, NS   Evidence Plus bars & Octane One bolt-on grips
- 1x11 SRAM GX drivetrain
- SRAM Guide R front & rear hydraulic brakes
- NS Bikes sealed front & rear hubs
- Rock Shox Reverb Stealth dropper-post
- weight: ~13.6 kg (w/o pedals)

17.0”15.5” 19.0”

enduro expert

SNABB SN
A

BB SNABB SN
A

B
B

 S
NABB 

With 170mm of travel up front, burly tires and slac-
ked out angles, the Snabb E is basically a mini DH 
bike that can also ride uphill - and can do it very 
quickly. This super versatile bike is strong, rigid and 
reliable making it the ideal choice for anyone who 
wants to shred bike parks on one day and ride trails 
on the next.

- SNABB E -SNABB E2

- frame with 160mm (6.3”) rear wheel travel
- Rock Shock Yari, 170mm travel 
- Rock Shox Deluxe Debonair RL with lockout
- all pivot points have durable MAX type bearings
- 1x11 SRAM NX drivetrain
- NS Bikes cockpit including: NS Terra bars,   NS Quantum stem 31.8 & Octane One bolt-on grips
- NS Bikes sealed front & rear hubs
- weight: ~14.1 kg (w/o pedals)

17.0”15.5” 19.0”

enduro advanced27.5”

27.5”
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Michal Kollbek, California
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These hardcore trail bikes have 140mm travel in the 
rear and 150mm up front. They are super capable 
descenders but at the same time climb like mounta-
in goats. Long, low and slack - The Snabb T’s are real 
modern mountain bikes that are tough as nails. Treat 
them as a smaller (but not weaker) versions of their 
bigger brother, the Snabb E. 

- SNABB T -

- frame with 140mm (5.5”) rear wheel travel
- Rock Shox Pike RC fork, 150mm travel

- Rock Shox Metric Deluxe Debonair RT3 with lockout
- all pivot points have durable MAX type bearings

- NS Evidence Lite bars & Octane One bolt-on grips and NS 
Quantum Lite stem

- 1x11 SRAM GX drivetrain
- SRAM Guide R front & rear hydraulic brakes

- NS Bikes sealed front & rear hubs
- Rock Shox Reverb Stealth dropper-post

- SDG Circuit MTN saddle
- weight: ~13.1 kg (w/o pedals)

SNABB T1

17.0” 19.0”

aggresive trail - expert

15.5”

SNABB T2

- frame with 140mm (5.5”) rear wheel travel,
- Rock Shox Yari 27.5, 150mm travel
- Rock Shox Metric Deluxe Debonair RL with lockout
- all pivot points have durable MAX type bearings
- 1x11 SRAM NX drivetrain
- NS Bikes cockpit including: NS Terra bars,  NS Quantum Lite 31.8 stem & Octane One bolt-on grips
- NS Bikes sealed front & rear hubs
- weight: ~13.6 kg (w/o pedals)

17.0”15.5” 19.0”

aggresive trail - advanced

SNABB SN
A

BB SNABB SN
A

B
B

 S
NABB 

27.5” 27.5”
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- 29” wheels, 27,5+ compatible
- new frame with 130mm (5.1”) rear wheel travel, Boost compatible, 

suspension designed for optimum performance
- Rock Shox Pike 29”/27.5+ Boost, 140mm travel

- new model of Rock Shox Metric Deluxe Debonair RT3 with lockout
- All pivot points have durable MAX type bearings 

- 1x11 SRAM drivetrain
- SRAM Guide R brakes

- NS Bikes sealed front & rear hubs
- NS Bikes cockpit including: NS Quantum Lite stem,  

NS Evidence Lite bars & Octane One bolt-on grips
- new wider, tubeless ready Enigma Roll rims (PLUS compatible)

- New Schwalbe Fat Albert front & rear tires, foldable 
- Rock Shox Reverb Stealth dropper-post

- SDG Circuit MTN saddle
- weight: ~13.1 kg (w/o pedals)

SNABB PLUS 1

17.0” 19.0”

aggresive trail 29 - expert

15.5”

SNABB SN
A

BB SNABB SN
A

B
B

 S
NABB 

The bike runs on big wheels, has 130mm travel and is 
just as tough as all our previous Snabb models - me-
aning you can push it to the limits on the descents, 
send it wherever you want and still be the first back 
on top of the hill. The bike comes fitted with 29” 
wheels however if you ever want to make a swap to 
big 27.5+ tires the frame has plenty of clearance to 
fit anything up to 3.0”

- SNABB PLUS -

SNABB PLUS 2

- 29” wheels, 27,5+ compatible
- new frame with 130mm (5.1”) rear wheel travel, Boost compatible,     suspension designed for optimum performance
- Manitou Machete 29”/27.5+, Boost, 140mm travel
- new model of Rock Shox Metric Deluxe Debonair RL with lockout
- all pivot points have durable MAX type bearings
- new 1x11 SRAM drivetrain
- new model of SRAM Level brakes
- NS Bikes cockpit including: NS Quantum Lite 31.8 stem,   NS Terra bars & Octane One bolt-on grips
- NS Bikes sealed front & rear hubs
- new wider, tubeless ready rims (PLUS compatible)
- Schwalbe Noby Nic foldable tires
- weight: ~13.6 kg (w/o pedals)

17.0”15.5” 19.0”

aggresive trail 29 - advanced

SNABB SN
A

BB SNABB SN
A

B
B

 S
NABB 

29” 29”
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The Fuzz has been thrashed and flipped by Sam  
Pilgrim and it’s proved itself in the racing environment 
too, taking podiums at major DH events worldwide. 
It’s been ridden at the WC and IXS DH Cup by Polish 
National Champ, Slawek Lukasik and fast boys from 
the Swiss Downhill Syndicate. The geometry is truly 
modern - it’s low, slack, has a tight rear end and a long 
front triangle. The 4-bar Horst link suspension has  
a significant amount of rearward axle movement 
which helps to absorb square faced bumps. There  
is also a fair amount of anti-squat built into the desi-
gn to counter pedal-induced bob. The shock, which 
is the heaviest part of the frame is tucked away near  
the BB to keep the centre of gravity as low as possible. 

FUZZ
downhill / bike park

FUZZ FU
ZZ FUZZ FUZZ 

FU
ZZ

 F

UZZ
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Slawek Lukasik, Switzerland
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FUZZ FU
ZZ FUZZ FUZZ 

FU
ZZ

 F

UZZ

FUZZ 1

- frame with 203mm (8”) rear wheel travel,   dropouts with adjustable CS length
- Rock Shox Boxxer Team fork with 200mm travel
- Rock Shox Vivid R2C coil shock,
- all pivot points have durable MAX type bearings
- aftermarket NS Bikes cockpit (direct mount stem  and Evidence Plus bars)
- 1x7 speed drivetrain with X01® DH X-HORIZON™ derailleur
- Truvativ Descendant cranks with aluminium single chainring 
- Mozartt Presto chainguide
- NS Bikes sealed front & rear hubs
- SRAM Guide RE front & rear hydraulic brakes
- light & strong NS Enigma 650B rims
- SDG Circuit MTN saddle
- weight: ~17.1 kg (w/o pedals)

16.0”16.0” 16.5”

downhill - expert

FUZZ 2

- frame with 203mm (8”) rear wheel travel,   dropouts with adjustable CS length
- Rock Shox Boxxer RC fork with 200mm travel
- Rock Shox Kage R coil shock,
- all pivot points have durable MAX type bearings
- aftermarket NS Bikes cockpit (direct mount stem  and  Terra Plus bars)
- 10 speed drivetrain with SRAM X7 short cage derailleur,   10 speed mini cassette (11-28t) with 8 gears
- Mozartt Presto chainguide
- SRAM Guide RE front & rear hydraulic brakes
- strong NS Fundamental 650B rims
- SDG Circuit MTN saddle w/cromoly rails
- weight: ~18.4 kg (w/o pedals)

16.0”16.0” 16.5”

downhill - advanced

27.5”

27.5”
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This heart of this beautiful 29’er is the amazing steel 
frame made of custom drawn Tange tubes with built 
in gussets. It has very aggressive modern geometry 
with a very long reach and a super slack head angle. 
The weight of the frame is approximately 2.4kg which 
is light by any standards, but don’t worry, it’s strong 
enough to hold up to a lot of abuse. All the know-
-how that we have managed to acquire over the years 
in building steel dirt-jump hardtails has been funnel-
led into this frame and we are sure it’s the very best  
money can buy. This is really a very unique looking 
bike and it rides like a dream.

ECCENTRIC
CROMO

trail / all-mountain

ECCEN
TR

IC
 ECCENTRIC

 E
C

C
EN

TR
IC

CROMO

- advanced cromoly frame built with multi-butted Tange   Eccentric tubes, featuring elegant CNC’ed 142x12 dropouts
- Manitou Machete, 27.5+ fork with 140mm Travel
- aftermarket NS Bikes cockpit that includes Terra bars   and Quantum Lite stem
- New tubeless ready rims (Plus compatible)  build on NS Bikes sealed bearings hubs
- Brakes: SRAM Level T 180 front & rear
- fast rolling Maxxis Ardent tires
- weight: ~13 kg (w/o pedals)

17.5” 19.5”

trail / all mountain - advanced

ECCEN
TR

IC
 ECCENTRIC

 E
C

C
EN

TR
IC

16.0”

29”
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ECCENTRIC
DJAMBO

The Eccentric Djambo is a simple and pure freedom 
machine. New school geometry paired with plus  
sized tires translate into a fun loving hardtail from the 
future. The overbuilt alloy frame is tough as nails and 
beautifully executed. It’s way longer and slacker than 
most bikes out there and has fat tires (but not too fat!).  
The bike rides like a dream! 

hardtail trail 27.5 +

ECCEN
TR

IC
 ECCENTRIC

 E
C

C
EN

TR
IC
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ECCEN
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 ECCENTRIC
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C
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16.0”

DJAMBO 1

- modern aggressive geometry   (slacker HA, lower BB, longer reach),  new dropouts 148x12 boost
- Rock Shox Recon Silver RL 29”/27.5+ Boost,  120mm travel
- NS Bikes cockpit that includes Terra bars   and Quantum stem
- more aggressive Schwalbe Noby Nic 2.8 tires
- new tubeless ready rims (Plus compatible)   build on NS Bikes sealed bearings hubs
- 1x11 speed cassette with 42t climbing cog  

trail 27.5 plus - advanced

17.5” 19.5” 17.5”16.0” 19.5”

DJAMBO 2

- modern agressive geometry  
(slacker HA, lower BB, longer reach)

- new NS strong & light aluminum frame 135x10 dropouts
- RST Alpha 27.5+, 130mm travel,  

with ML option (mechanical lockout)
- NS Bikes cockpit including: Terra 762mm width, light  

NS Bikes Quantum 31.8 stem & NS Sam Pilgrim grips
- SRAM  hydraulic brakes, 160mm disc brakes front & rear

- 1x10 speed cassette with 11-40t range
- weight: ~13.2 kg (without pedals)

 trail 27.5 plus - intermediate

ECCEN
TR

IC
 ECCENTRIC

 E
C

C
EN

TR
IC

27.5”+ 27.5”+
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The heart of these bikes is a lightweight alloy frame 
featuring oversized tubes. In fact alloy frames have 
been the choice of our pro riders recently. The stiff and  
responsive frame is a great choice for advanced riders 
who spend most of their time riding (or digging) dirt. 
It’s super stiff, has tight geometry and stellar looks. 
Apart from he sweet frame, the Movement has all the 
features you would expect in a modern pro-level dirt 
bike made by a company with dirt-jumping heritage.

MOVEMENT
aluminium dirt jump

MOVEM
EN

T MOVEMENT 
M

O
V

EM

ENT
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MOVEMENT 1

- light & strong custom aluminium frame with custom    formed and butted tube, tapered integrated headset     and ‘pro’ dirt jump geometry
- Manitou Circus Expert fork   that puts this bike in another league.
- NS Bikes cockpit including:   Lick handlebar & Sam Pilgrim grips
- light NS Bikes Quantum stem
- Salt cranks with strong Octane One external bb 
  and small 25t Salt sprocket
- Octane One sealed front 20mm hub
- Octane One sealed rear SS pro hub with 10t driver
- SRAM Level hydraulic brake
- low profile NS Aerial pedals with removable pins
- strong NS Fundamental rims
- Kenda Small Block 8 tires
- Octane One fat seat-post combo
- weight: ~12.6 kg including pedals, without front brake

aluminium dirt jump - expert

MOVEM
EN

T MOVEMENT 
M

O
V

EM

ENT MOVEM
EN

T MOVEMENT 
M

O
V

EM

ENT

MOVEMENT 2

- light & strong custom aluminium frame with custom   formed and butted tube, tapered integrated headset   and ‘pro’ dirt jump geometry
- 100mm travel Manitou Circus Sport fork   for more confidence on big jumps

- NS Bikes cockpit including:   Lick handlebar 740mm wide & Sam Pilgrim grips
- light NS Bikes Quantum stem

- Salt cranks with strong Octane One external bb   and small 25t Salt sprocket
- Octane One sealed rear SS pro hub with 10t driver

- SRAM Level hydraulic brake
- Odyssey Twisted PC pedals

- strong NS Fundamental rims
- Kenda Small Block 8 tires

- Octane One fat seat-post combo
- weight: ~12.8 kg including pedals,   without front brake

aluminium dirt jump - advanced

26” 26”
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Awesome ride quality of steel tubes and classic slim 
look - this is the bike to go for if you love cromoly.  
The Metropolis has all the features of a modern pro-
-level dirt bike, with geometry and parts that have 
been chosen by our top riders. You can take it stra-
ight out of the box and head to Mellowpark to prac-
tice your 360 nosedives, or even go for a big backflip  
at a Crankworx event. If you are not planning to go  
so far, hit the streets and practice some off-the-bank 
tailwhips. The bike is ready for this kind of stuff  
because it has all the features of a modern pro-level 
dirt bike. We have years of experience in building dirt 
bikes and believe that this is one of the best out there.

METROPOLIS
dirt jump

METRO
PO

LIS METROPOLIS
 M

ET
R

O
PO

LIS

METROPOLIS 1

- Manitou Circus Expert fork that  
puts this bike in another league.

- frame with integrated seatpost clamp  
& clearance for fat tires

- NS Bikes cockpit including:  
Lick handlebar & Sam Pilgrim grips

- light NS Bikes Quantum 25.4 stem,  
with short dirt jump specific 37mm reach

- integrated headset
- Octane One sealed front 20mm hub

- Octane One sealed rear SS pro hub with 10t driver
- SRAM Level hydraulic rear brake

- light, high-end crankset Salt Plus with real press-fit Spanish BB
- low profile NS Aerial pedals with removable pins

- strong NS Fundamental rims
- Octane One fat seat-post combo

- weight: ~12.9 kg including pedals, without front brake

cromoly dirt jump - expert

26”
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METROPOLIS 2

- 100mm travel Manitou Circus Sport fork   for more confidence on big jumps
- frame with integrated seatpost   clamp & clearance for fat tires
- NS Bikes cockpit including Lick handlebar   740mm wide & Sam Pilgrim grips
- light NS Bikes Quantum stem
- integrated headset
- Octane One sealed rear SS pro hub with 10t driver
- SRAM Level hydraulic brake
- Odyssey Twisted PC pedals
- strong NS Fundamental rims
- Kenda Small Block 8 tires
- Salt cranks with real press-fit Spanish BB   and small 25t sprocket
- Octane One fat seat-post combo
- weight: ~13.1 kg including pedals, without front brake

cromoly dirt jump - advanced

METRO
PO

LIS METROPOLIS
 M

ET
R

O
PO

LIS METRO
PO

LIS METROPOLIS
 M

ET
R

O
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LIS

METROPOLIS 3
cromoly dirt jump - intermediate

- 100mm travel RST fork for more  
confidence on big jumps

- frame with integrated seatpost  
clamp & clearance for fat tires

- NS Bikes cockpit including  
Lick handlebar & Sam Pilgrim grips

- light NS Bikes Quantum stem
- Odyssey Twisted PC pedals

- Kenda Small Block 8 tires
- strong NS Fundamental rear rim

- Salt cranks with real press-fit Spanish BB
- disc brake on the rear

- Octane One fat seat-post combo
- weight: ~13.9 kg including pedals, without front brake

26”26”
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The Zircus has the same lightweight and strong alu-
minium frame set that is used in the Movement range 
and is built using affordable but good quality parts 
making this bike perfect for playing in the city, off-
-road or on pumptracks. An optional derailleur hanger 
is available so you can convert this bike from single 
speed to gears if needed. 

ZIRCUS
fun bike / pumptrack

ZIRCUS Z
IRCUS ZIRCUS

 Z
IR

CUS

ZIRCUS

- bike for novice riders who are serious about the sport
- light & strong custom aluminium frame with custom 
formed and butted tube, tapered integrated headset 

and ‘pro’ dirt jump geometry
- light Suntour 100mm travel fork

- NS Bikes cockpit including:  
Lick handlebar & Sam Pilgrim grips

- light NS Bikes Quantum stem
- disc brake in the rear

- strong NS Fundamental rear rim
- great Kenda SB8 tires 

- cranks w/ single chainring + rocking
- single speed drivetrain with horizontal dropouts

- weight: ~12.8 kg including pedals, including pedals

fun bike / pumptrack

26”
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The Soda Air and Coil have evolved over the years into 
pure freeride / bike park machines with modern geo-
metry, long reach and slack head angles. They are still 
super manoeuvrable, adjustable, and love to fly. Set up 
in the short chainstay and short travel position they 
are probably the most playful 650B bikes on the mar-
ket. In the long chainstay and long travel settings you 
get stability for big air and high speed blasting. The 
Soda Slope is Sam Pilgrim’s choice for big courses. 
The heart of the bike is a burly frame with a concentric 
BB pivot system. The bike can be run in single speed 
mode or can be used with a derailleur for freeriding. 
The Soda Slope was designed to feel just like a proper 
dirt jump bike that has a safety valve for big hits and 
high speed runs.

SODA
bike park / slopestyle / dirt jump

SODA
 SO

DA SODA SO
D

A
 S

ODA

SODA SLOPE

- frame with, 107mm travel, Rock Shox Monarch R MH   air shock and BB pivot system
- strong & light Rock Shox Yari fork  with 120mm travel and 15mm axle
- NS Bikes cockpit including: NS Terra bars,  Quantum 31.8 stem & Sam Pilgrim grips
- Octane One orbital 15 front hub  and rear hub with 10t driver
- new SRAM NX X-SYNC™ Crankset
- SRAM Level front & rear hydraulic brakes
- low profile NS Aerial pedals with removable pins
- strong NS Fundamental rims
- light Kenda SB8 tires in 2.3 size (tanwall)
- light Octane One Pivotal seat + post   for full adjustability
- weight: ~13.5 kg including pedals,  without front brake 

slopestyle / dirt jump

26”
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SODA EVO AIR

- frame with 160-180mm (6.3-7”)  adjustable rear wheel travel, Rock Shox Monarch R air shock, dropouts   with adjustable CS length
- X-fusion Metric Air 180mm travel, adjusted rebound,     fixed compression, aluminium tapered
- NS Bikes cockpit including:   NS Terra bars, Quantum 31.8 stem & Octane One bolt-on long grips
- 1x10 speed drivetrain with SRAM GX   type2.1 10spd derailleur, 11-40t cassette 
- reliable SRAM Level T brakes
- NS Bikes sealed front & rear hubs
- strong NS Fundamental 650B rims
- light Octane One Rocket saddle
- weight: ~14.9 kg (w/o pedals)

new school freeride

SODA
 SO

DA SODA SO
D

A
 S

ODA

SODA EVO COIL

- frame with 160-180mm (6.3-7”)  
and adjustable rear wheel travel

- 650B wheels
- Rock Shox Domain RC double crown fork

- Rock Shox Kage R
- NS Bikes cockpit including  

the Quantum 31.8 stem and NS Terra bars
- reliable SRAM Level brakes

- Chainguide: Mozartt Presto w/ bash guard
- NS Bikes sealed front & rear hubs

- strong NS Fundamental 650B rims
- tacky Kenda Nevegal 27.5x2.35 tires 

- light Octane One Rocket saddle 
- weight: ~17.4 kg (w/o pedals)

new school freeride

SODA
 SO

DA SODA SO
D

A
 S

ODA

17.5”16.0”

16.0” 17.5”

27.5” 27.5”
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Fly across the city with speed, throw in some style, 
jump some curbs, go for a bar spin and make your 
daily commute something to remember. The Analog 
is built on a beautiful cromoly frame and fork and can 
be set up as fixed gear bike or in single speed mode 
(freewheel and brakes included). It uses the same tu-
bes as our dirt jumping frames and has the same at-
tention to detail and the same focused design as all 
our dirt products. Some of the highlights of this bike 
are the special fixed gear hub, much tougher than a 
traditional threaded cog hub. The frame has plenty 
of tire clearance and the amazing Resist Nomad tires 
make good use of that.

ANALOG
single speed / commuter

ANALO
G

 A
N

ALOG ANALO
G

 A
N

ALO
G

ANALOG

- frame geometry with low stand over, sloping top tube,   short chain stays, high bb, fat tire clearance 
- integrated headset, integrated seatpost clamp & clearance   for up to 700x45c tires 
- fork with 410mm axle to crown (barspinable) 
- NS Bikes cockpit including: Terra handlebar,   Quantum 31.8 stem & Sam Pilgrim grips
- hub with strong cog support (6-bolts mount)
- wide tires: Resist Nomad 700x45C 
- Odyssey Twisted PC pedals / with freestyle straps 
- Octane One racing saddle

19.5” 21.0”

single speed / commuter

18.5”

ANALO
G

 A
N

ALOG ANALO
G

 A
N

ALO
G

700 C
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Perfect all-round fun bikes. Tough and light, simple 
and multi-functional. This aluminium hardtail will feel 
great to ride on any kind of challenging terrain. It will 
tackle the urban jungle, rip at the pump track and let 
you ride comfortably back home as well. Available in 3 
versions - 26”, 24” and 20”. The largest wheel size will 
fit adults and the two smaller bikes have been careful-
ly designed to fit younger riders who want to shred.

CLASH
fun bike / all round

CLASH
 C

LASH CLASH
 C

LA
SH

CLASH
 C

LASH CLASH
 C

LA
SH

CLASH

- light & strong custom aluminium frame with custom 
formed and butted tubes

- light Suntour XCM fork, 120mm travel with hydraulic 
speed lock with fixed rebound

- NS Bikes cockpit including: Terra bars 
- Sam Pilgrim grips

- light NS Bikes Quantum 31.8 stem, with freeride 
specific 45mm reach- SRAM cranks w/ single chainring 

X-SYNC™ 32t
- NS Fundamental rims and great Kenda SB8 tires

- 1x8 drivetrain build on SRAM components 
- Octane One saddle

- weight: ~13.9 kg including pedals

fun bike / all round 

17.5”16.0”

26”
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CLASH JR

- bike for younger riders who are serious   about the sport
- light & strong custom NS aluminium frame with 
 ‘pro kids’ geometry, w/custom formed & butted tubes. 
- light 100mm travel Suntour fork with   soft spring- NS Bikes cockpit
- SRAM cranks w/ single chainring X-SYNC™ 32t
- strong & light 24” wheels with great   Kenda Small Block 8 tires
- NS Fundamental rims front & back 
- weight: ~ 13.6 kg including pedals

fun bike / all round - junior

CLASH
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CLASH 20 

- 20” wheel size
- light & strong custom NS aluminium frame with  

‘pro kids’ geometry, w/custom formed & butted tubes. 
- light 63mm travel Suntour fork with super soft spring, 

custom blue painted to match the frame
- NS Bikes kids cockpit 

- SHIMANO drivetrain, 6 spd
- disc brakes front & V-brake in the rear

- light, large volume Kenda Small Block 8 tires  
on wide rims

- weight: ~ 10 kg including pedals

kids

CLASH
 C

LASH CLASH
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20”24”
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RAG+ is short for Road And Gravel Plus, because you 
can run it with standard 700C road tires, 700C gravel 
tires (up to 40C) or even 27.5” MTB wheels with tires  
as big as 2.2”! Perfect for anyone who want’s a REAL all  
round bike with drop bars. Designed for grinding 
gravel roads, CX racing, commuting, adventure and 
even classic road riding. It features the latest techno-
logies including “real” 1X drivetrain (that means big 
range cassette), hydraulic disc brakes and thru-ax-
les. and unlimited range of applications. And it looks  
unlike anything out there. The future is now!

RAG+
road / gravel / cx / commuting

RAG+ R
A

G
+ RAG+ R

A
G

+ 
RA

G+

RAG+

- 700C wheels wheels, 27.5”x2.2 compatible
- new strong & light frame, custom butted & formed 

alloy frame, 142x12 drop-outs, carbon fibre fork
- massive tire clearance front and rear

- new SRAM Apex 1x11 group
- new SRAM Apex hydraulic disk brakes

- NS sealed bearings hubs 15x100 & 12x142
- tubeless ready rims

- Panaracer Gravel King SK tires, in fat 700x40c size
- Octane One Rocket w/hollow cromoly rails

- weight: ~9 kg (w/o pedals)

road / gravel / cx / commuting

23.0”22.0”21.0”19.5”

700 C
650  B
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www.nsbikes.com


